Our Curriculum
All children learn in different ways and the teachers at YPS
support this. In teacher lead sessions pupils are given the
opportunity to apply their newly learnt skills and knowledge to a
variety of different open ended activities. The carousel of activities
scaffolds the children’s learning to enable them to embed skills and
apply this independently to other areas of the curriculum.
Our curriculum is a skills and knowledge driven curriculum which
takes into account the child’s interest and the requirements of the
Year 2 national Curriculum.
All topics begin with a question which children spend half a term
investigating.

Physical Development
To develop the skills and strength the children need for writing, every day is
started with a fine motor activity and a ‘Power up’. This gets the minds
and bodies of the children ready for the day ahead.
We encourage gross motor development through outdoor activities. Each
week children participate in PE lessons in order for them to develop the
skills stated in the National Curriculum program of study.
Children develop their strength and stamina by running the ‘daily km’
Handwriting practice takes place daily to ensure letter formation is correct
and pupils develop a style.

Quiet, Please!
Our children are expert listeners. No shouting here! We build our
transitions throughout the day on silent signals. Two claps and the
class are quiet. Sometimes in the classroom Quiet Critters come
to visit. Quiet Critters are scared of noise. The children know to
work in silence during these times to help them with their
thinking.

The Yavneh Way
Children are encouraged to make good choices and do
everything ‘The Yavneh Way’. This is our school wide moto.
Pupils are expected to follow this code of conduct and make
choices that reflect that they are respectful, kind, polite and
courteous.

